
Latin Pronunciation  
By Gary Witley for Masterworks Choral Ensemble 

Updated January 9, 2019 
(From a variety of sources including a video series by conductor Donald McCullough) 

Most of us have sung in Latin many times in our vocal careers. Why, then, do we (including me) 
sometimes struggle so much to sing with the correct pronunciation? As usual there is no single, easy 
answer. Here are a few possible reasons: 

• We learned it incorrectly 
• Some sounds are not in American English 
• Some of us have ears more finely tuned or “tuned out” to minute differences in pronunciation 

(ask me sometime about the difference between “Harry” and “hairy.”) 
• For some folks, all the time and energy about small differences between vowel sounds seems like 

“splitting hairs” and is therefore deemed just not worth the effort 
• Various authorities and printed resources do not always agree 
• We aren’t really singing in Latin, we sing in what is sometimes called Italian Latin, Church Latin, 

or more formally, Ecclesiastical Latin and this sometimes causes confusion 

Regardless of our past experiences, it is important that we all sing with a unified pronunciation. To 
that end I have prepared this document as our guide. The overall goal is to improve our choral diction 
and sound. I added sound because unified pronunciation produces unified and improved sound (tone). 

 

Vowels 

A E I O U Y 

It is important to understand that, unlike English, all the vowel sounds in Italian Latin should be pure and 
unchanging (meaning no diphthongs). 

Diphthong: Two vowels adjacent vowels sounds in a single syllable, in which the sound begins as one vowel and 
moves toward another. For example the word “day” has an “ay” and “ee” vowel sound that, when slowed down, is 
something like this “day-ee.” The quick last vowel sound in a diphthong is called the “vanish vowel.” 

Written Pronounced Incorrect Pronunciation Transliterated Video Title 
A = father never fawn or fan ah ee-ah-oo vowels 
E = fed never fate eh eh vowel 
I = feet never fit ee ee-ah-oo vowels 
O = fought never foe aw (see Problem Vowels) oh vowels 
U = food never foot oo ee-ah-oo vowels 
Y = feet like I above ee ee-ah-oo vowels 
 

Examples 

Kyrie eleison Kee-ree-eh eh-leh-ee-sawn 
Gloria in excelsis Glaw-re-ah een eh-kshehl-sees 
Sanctus, Benedictus qui venit Sahnk-toos, Beh-neh-deek-toos kwee veh-neet 
Agnus Dei, dona nobis pacem Ah-nyus Deh-ee, Daw-nah naw-bees pah-chehm 
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The Easy Vowels: A, I and U 

The A Vowel 

This should be a pure “ah” vowel sound, jaw down, embouchure tall enough for two fingers to fit inside 
your mouth without touching the teeth, no lip tension and the tongue relaxed with the tip behind the 
bottom front teeth. Be sure your “ah” does not become an “uh” which is dark and produced in the back 
of the throat. The “ah” should be a bright, forward vowel sound without any lip tension. Keep your 
embouchure tall and wide with relaxed lips. 

The I Vowel 

This vowel is always a pure “ee” sound. 

The U Vowel 

This vowel is always a pure “oo” sound unless it is preceded by a Q or NG. In this case, the U vowel  is 
sung quickly (like the glide “w”) and is part of the same syllable as the vowel that follows: 

Examples: 
qui = kwee 
quam = kwahm 
sanguine = sahn-gwee-neh 

 
Problem Vowels: E and O 

The E Vowel 

There are two versions of the E vowel, open and closed. Here we want the open E as in the word “fed.” 
We do not want the closed E (which is also a diphthong) that we would get when saying the word “day” 
(“dayee”). Thus, the familiar word “alleluia” should be pronounced as “ah-leh-loo-eeyah” and not “ah-lay-
loo- eeyah.” 

The O Vowel 

There are two versions of the O vowel, open and closed. The open O sound is not in American English. It 
is these type of sounds that do not occur in American English that give us the most challenges. And these 
challenges occur even if our brain knows better it is in conflict with our many years of “normal” 
pronunciation because the muscle-memory of our embouchure (mouth, lips, tongue) works at cross-
purposes to our intent. Therefore these sounds take extra vigilance on our part. 

The closed O sound in American English is always a diphthong (“go” —“goh-oo”). The word that is 
usually used to help us say the correct open O sound is “fought” which is then transliterated as “aw.” Mr. 
McCullough points out that saying “fought” as an American produces more of an “ah” vowel which is not 
correct. He suggests saying the word “fought” as if one were British. The resulting vowel is the one we 
seeking for the open O sound. The lips are a bit more puckered and forward. He suggests trying another 
word, warm, giving it a British pronunciation, leaving out the r and m. This also produces the desired 
open O sound.  

Practice saying “solus” with the open O vowel (“soh-loos”) and make sure it does not come out with the 
closed O diphthong sound as “soh-oo-loos.”  
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Combination Vowels: AE/OE 

These double letter vowels are both pronounced the same as the E vowel, “eh”. (See above) 

Examples: bonae = bo-neh coelestis = cheh-leh-stees saecula = seh-coo-lah 
 
The AU vowel 

The AU vowel is not to be sung as a diphthong. For example, laudate should be sung lah-(u)dah-te. 
The OO sound of the AH-OO diphthong of AU is treated as a grace note to the next syllable but 
one has to be careful to not let it infect the AH sound. For an excellent example of this, watch the 
au_diphthong.mp4 Video on the member website. 

 
Adjacent Vowels in Sequential Words 

When a word ends with a vowel and the next word begins with a vowel, make a small separation 
between to articulate the two words. Do not elide (connect) them. 

 
 
Pronouncing “Excelsis” 

Excelsis is pronounced eh—kshell-sees. Think of the “k” as a grace note just before you say shell. The 
first vowel should not be “ex” (like in Rex). 

 
 

M and N as final consonants followed by a rest 
Don’t add an extra syllable after closing to the final M or N. 
Come is not sung as cu-MAH, Seen is not sung as see-NUH. 
 
So, for the places in the scanned pages where I marked it as shown below in the “Kyrie elison” 
example, you should be close to the M/N on the 2nd eighth note without following that closure 
with an “MUH or NUH” extra syllable. 

 

°

¢
Ky ri- e- e lei- son.-

Kee ree- eh- eh leh- sohn.-

&

& ¿
œ ™ œj œ œ ˙ œ Œ

œ ™ œj œ œ ˙ œ Œ

ex
eh

- cel
kshell-

sis
sees

-
-

&bb œ œ œ œ ˙ ™ Œ
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Latin Vowel Exercise 
Sing the next exercise the first time with the Italian Latin vowels. The second time add the “m” before 
the vowel. Also add a “k.” Then sing the vowels in reverse. Note: Make sure you have the British “o” 
vowel sound like “fought” with a more lowered jaw. This is not the American “oh” vowel sound. 
 

 
 
Two ways to pronounce “eleison” 

 (1) When it is written as four syllables 
e-le-i-son = eh-leh-ee-sohn (The “s” is an unvoiced (unpitched) sound as in the word “sea”, 
use the correct “o” vowel sound – the British “o” vowel sound in FOUGHT, not the 
American sound of FAHHT 

 
(2) When it is written as three syllables 

e-lei-son = eh-leh-sohn (Same unvoiced “s”. The “i” (“ee”) vowel sound is dropped). 
 

Important note: The S is always an unvoiced (unpitched) sound as in the word “sea” (sanctus). 
You can tell if you are using an incorrect Z sound because the Z sound can sustain a pitch and the 
S cannot. No Z sounds in Italian Latin. If we were singing in Germanic Latin there would be a Z 
sound. We are not using Germanic Latin pronunciation. 
 

 

 
 

i
mi
u
mu

e
me
o
mo
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ma
a
ma

o
mo
e
me

u
mu

i
mi

&bbItalian Latin Vowel Exercise

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙ ™ Œ

°

¢

1

2

3

4

Ky ri- e- e lei- son,- e lei- son,-

Ky ri- e- e lei- son,- e lei- son,-

Kee ree- eh- eh leh- - soh eh leh- soh-

Keer ree- ay- ay lay- ee- zoh,- ay layee- zoh-

&bb
As written

∑

&bbFrom markings in scanned pages ≥ ∑

&bb
How we would sing this passage ≥

(n) (n)

∑

&bb
NOT like this ≥

(nuh) (nuh)

∑

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œ œ ˙ w

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œ œ ˙ w

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œj ‰ œ ˙ w

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œj ‰ œ ˙ w
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Consonants (if a consonant is not listed, use the American English equivalent) 
 
Four Version of “c” 
c (before a, o, u) “k” sound as in “kite” (ex: “cantata”) 
c (before e, i, y, ae, and oe) “ch” sound as in “church” (ex: “coeli,” “pacem”) 
c (after x) “sh” sound as in “ship” (ex: “excelsis”) 
cc “t ch” sound as in “eat cheese” (ex: “ecce”) 
ch (before vowels) “k” sound as in “kite” (ex: “cantata”) 
 
Three Versions of “g” 
g (before a, o, u) “g” sound as in “go” (ex: “ego”) 
g (before e, i, y, ae, and oe) “dg” sounds as in “judge” (ex: “Regina”) 
gn “ny” sound as in “canyon” (“Agnus”) 
 
Two Versions of “h” 
h usually silent 
h (rare) “k” sound as in “kite” (ex: “mihi,” “nihil”) 
 
j “y” sound as in “yellow” (ex: “Jesu,” “judex”) 
 
k “k” sound as in “kite” (ex: “Kyrie”) This is actually a Greek word 
 
qu “qu” sound as in “quick (ex: “qui”) 
 
r flipped, when between two vowels or at end of a word 
 (ex: “miserere,” “per”) 
 
r rolled, when two r’s are together, or when r precedes or follows a 

consonant (ex: “terra, morte, tremenda”) 
 
s “s” sound as in “sea” (ex: “santcus”) 
 
sc (before e, i, u, and ae) “sh” sound as in “ship” (ex: “suscipe”) 
 
sc (all other cases) “sk” sound as in “skip” (ex: “scorpio”) 
 
th “T” sound as in “Thomas” (ex: “sabaoth”) 
 
ti (before a vowel and after any 
letter except s, t or x) “ts” sound as in “bits” (ex: “gratia”) 
 
ti (passive or dependent verbs) “t” sound as in “toy” (ex: “patier”) 
 
ti (beginning of a word) “t” sound as in “toy” (ex: “timor”) 
 
x (before vowels, h and s) “gs” sound as in “eggs” (ex: “exalto”) 
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x (all other cases) “cks” sound as in “tacks” (ex: “pax”) 
 
xc (before a, o, u) “ksk” sound as in “exconvict” (ex: “”excussorum”) 
 
xc (before e, i, y, ae and oe) “ks” sound as in “thick shell” (ex: “excelsis”) 
 
y “ee” sound as in “bee” (ex: “Kyrie”) 
 
z “ds” sound as in “bids” (ex: “Lazarur”) 
 
VOCAL EXERCISES 
 

1. Sing the next exercise the first time with the Italian Latin vowels. The second time add the “m” 
before the vowel. Also add a “k.” Then sing the vowels in reverse. Note: Make sure you have the 
British “o” vowel sound like “fought” with a more lowered jaw. This is not the American “oh” 
vowel sound. 

 

 
 
 

2. When a word ends with a vowel and the next word begins with a vowel, make a small separation 
between to articulate the two words. Do not elide (connect) them. 

 

 
 
 

3. Excelsis is pronounced eh—kshell-sees. Think of the “k” as a grace note just before you say shell. 
The first vowel should not be “ex” (like in Rex) but instead “eh” like in “bed.” 
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&bbItalian Latin Vowel Exercise

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙ ™ Œ

°

¢
Ky ri- e- e lei- son.-

Kee ree- eh- eh leh- sohn.-

&

& ¿
œ ™ œj œ œ ˙ œ Œ

œ ™ œj œ œ ˙ œ Œ

ex
eh
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kshell-
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sees

-
-

&bb œ œ œ œ ˙ ™ Œ
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4. The AU vowel 
The AU vowel is not to be sung as a diphthong. For example, laudate should be sung lah-(u)dah-te. 
The OO sound of the AH-OO diphthong of AU is treated as a grace note to the next syllable but 
one has to be careful to not let it infect the AH sound. For an excellent example of this, watch the 
au_diphthong.mp4 Video on the member website. 
 

5. M and N as final consonants followed by a rest 
Don’t add an extra syllable after closing to the final M or N. 
Come is not sung as cu-MAH, Seen is not sung as see-NUH. 
 
So, for the places in the scanned pages where I marked it as shown next, it should be closed to 
the M/N on the 2nd eighth note without following that closure with an “MUH or NUH” extra 
syllable. 

 
6. Two ways to pronounce eleison 

 
(1) When it is written as four syllables 

e-le-i-son = eh-leh-ee-sohn (The “s” is unvoiced and use the correct O sound – the British 
O vowel sound in FOUGHT, not the American sound of FAHHT 

 
(2) When it is written as three syllables 

e-lei-son = eh-leh-son (Same unvoiced “s”. The “i” (“ee”) vowel sound can be dropped). 
 

Important note: The S is always an unvoiced (unpitched) sound as in the word “sea” (sanctus). 
You can tell if you are using an incorrect Z sound because the Z sound can sustain a pitch and the 
S cannot. No Z sounds in Italian Latin. If we were singing in Germanic Latin there would be a Z 
sound. We are not using Germanic Latin pronunciation. 
 

 

 

°

¢

1

2

3

4

Ky ri- e- e lei- son,- e lei- son,-

Ky ri- e- e lei- son,- e lei- son,-

Kee ree- eh- eh leh- - soh eh leh- soh-

Keer ree- ay- ay lay- ee- zoh,- ay layee- zoh-

&bb
As written

∑

&bbFrom markings in scanned pages ≥ ∑

&bb
How we would sing this passage ≥

(n) (n)

∑

&bb
NOT like this ≥

(nuh) (nuh)

∑

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œ œ ˙ w

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œ œ ˙ w

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œj ‰ œ ˙ w

˙ ™ œ ˙ Œ œ ˙ ™ œ œj ‰ œ ˙ w


